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The recent acceleration in digital transformation has generated a demand for the
quick deployment of custom solutions to enable automation and high ROI. The need
for non-IT developers has also influenced the rise in low-code or no-code solutions,
which eliminate the need for specialists and reduce the outsourcing of innovation
or differentiated offerings. A solution that leverages SaaS and PaaS-based low-code
platform can help enterprises accelerate digital innovation and transformation by
democratizing development.
TCS Power Platform Services is a legacy application modernization solution that helps
enterprises transform their digital architecture with rapid application development
and cloud-native technologies. The solution democratizes application development
with a low-code, no-code approach and empowers business users with citizen-led
development. The solution digitizes and automates paper-based manual processes by
building an application modernization roadmap and implementing the Power Platform
Center of Excellence.

Overview
Due to the high cost involved in traditional application development, enterprises are finding it
increasingly challenging to achieve high business value on application development. The cost
and time associated with development efforts further add to the cost, impacting the return on
investment. The dependency on IT and shortage of highly skilled resources due to the dependence
of learning curve on skills based on traditional application development also make agility a challenge
due to the rise in application development backlog. Enterprises need business-driven application
development and hyper-automation to design quickly deployable customer software solutions, which
increases the time to value.
TCS Power Platform Services leverage Microsoft Power Platform to help transform legacy applications
with digital technologies and methodologies. The solution offers low code, no code solutions with
new-age technologies such as Power BI, PowerApps, Power Automate, Microsoft RPA and Power
Virtual Agents to cover a range of services across all its products from advisory and foundation to
sustenance and governance. The solution provides actionable data-driven applications with rich
UI/UX customizable business logic, low code automation and smart chatbots to improve business
processes, systems, and workflows, and facilitates quick deployment of custom software solutions to
accelerate digital transformation.
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App development and delivery
Develop quick wins app and support
enterprise level, department level or citizen
level Power Platform development. Optimal
delivery model (Agile and DevOps)

Governance and security
Tenant, environments and infrastructure
governance, security, monitoring, application
lifecycle management, data management,
DLP, compliance, license management

Advisory and assessment
Evangelization, drive ideas/use
cases, conducts Hackathon,
discover quick wins, application
modernization assessment,
application roadmap

Community of practice
Best practice guide for citizen
developers
Provides trainings, build templates,
reusable toolkit and best practices
for design, maintenance models.

CoE

Continuous innovation and
improvement
Foster innovation, enable new features,
monitor and improve technical and
business KPIs and outcomes, architecture
reviews, performance reviews

Expertise
Right mix of domain and
Power Platform experts

Leveraging Microsoft Power Platform Center of Excellence (CoE) Starter Kit
Overview
Define goals and expected
outcomes of your CoE.

Admin
Gain insights into your Microsoft
Power Platform adoption

Govern
Establish audit and
compliance processes

Nurture
Accelerate your adoption by thriving
with a community of makers

Key components of TCS Power Platform solution

Our Solution
TCS Power Platform Services provides the following solutions:
• Advisory: Perform application landscape assessment and fitment analysis of existing applications
with a decision framework accelerator to identify the right solution and platform.
• Foundation: Leverage power platform deployment architecture, user license management,
platform security design and best practices to establish a foundation for streamlined power
platform deployment and delivery.
• Implementation: Enable power platform solution delivery, facilitate implementation activities,
and develop last-mile applications for business process automation and RPA-based solution
enablement.
• Self-service: Accelerate citizen-led development with activities such as developing reusable
toolkit/templates/components and conducting hackathons for end-user adoption to enable selfservice.
• Sustenance and governance: Carry out platform support activities and establish robust
governance on power platform with security, monitoring, administrative management, and
application lifecycle management.
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Benefits
TCS Power Platform Services provides the following benefits:
• Digital transformation: Accelerate digital innovation and transformation with shorter
development cycles. Enable rapid application development involving low-code developer to procode developer approach.
• Employee productivity: Improve in line-of-business employee productivity with easy user
adoption and business user empowerment with citizen-led development.
• Faster time-to-market: Increase application delivery speed and enable faster time-to-market by
quickly building a line of business extensions and custom business processes on top of existing
investments in systems of records.
• Enterprise-wide adoption: Facilitate streamlined enablement of power platform for enterprisewide adoption and reduce TCO while increasing ROI.
• Easy migration: Migrate legacy applications to Power Platform and establish a robust governance
framework to ensure seamless business operations.

Why TCS
A partnership with TCS provides these advantages:
Research-backed solutions: TCS’ Azure experts have the requisite domain knowledge
to provide customized, research-backed solutions for seamless business platform
migrations. Our 3600 partnership with Microsoft allows us to work closely with the
SMEs at Microsoft and provide world-class migration factory services using need-based
expert guidance. TCS is a Microsoft Gold Competency Partner and has proven expertise
of emerging technologies acquired through previous experiences.
Consumption-based pricing: TCS offers an attractive catalog-based pricing model, with
a pay-as-you-go option. Our solution allows businesses to pay only for services realized
on the cloud, and de-risk themselves from making huge investments on platform
migrations.
World-class digital solutions: TCS has a proven track record of transforming legacy
applications, and delivering solutions infused with world-class digital technologies and
methodologies. We provide end-to-end bespoke solutions crafted to meet your specific
business needs and help you realize exponential value.
Proven expertise: TCS provides a full range of services from advisory to
implementation across all the products of Power Platform. Our large pool of
experienced and certified consultants on power apps, automate and PVA, and power BI
leverage a rich repository of assets and solution accelerators that help you facilitate a
seamless migration and transformation experience for your organization.
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Contact
Visit the Microsoft Business Unit on www.tcs.com
Email: businessandtechnologyservices.marketing@tcs.com

Tata Consultancy Services is a purpose-led transformation partner to many of the world’s
largest businesses. For more than 50 years, it has been collaborating with clients and
communities to build a greater future through innovation and collective knowledge. TCS
offers an integrated portfolio of cognitive powered business, technology, and engineering
services and solutions. The company’s 500,000 consultants in 46 countries help empower
individuals, enterprises, and societies to build on belief.
Visit www.tcs.com and follow TCS news @TCS_News.
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